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FORMULA 576

ENZYME CLEANER & ODOR ELIMINATOR
Product Description

Sentinel 576 Enzyme Cleaner & Odor Eliminator is a ready to use, powerful biological cleaner and
odor eliminator. The complex enzymes in Sentinel 576 breakdown organic molecules commonly found
on restoration projects such as sewage, blood, urine, feces, vomit, soda, wine, inks, alcohol, coffee,
juices and burnt food soils. Through the proprietary activation system, Sentinel 576 reacts instantly
with organic molecules, keeping it a step ahead of bacteria based products. Sentinel 576 is an
excellent pre and post cleaner and odor control product for Category 2 and Category 3 water losses.

Application Information (Always follow product label instructions for best results)
Usage Guidelines:

Directions For Use:

Read directions and review sds
prior to use. Test in a small
inconspicuous area prior to using
on soft goods and fabrics to
ensure desired results. Do NOT
use if color transfers or is altered.

Sentinel 576 can be applied
with a low pressure sprayer,
pump sprayer, or bucket washing applications at full strength
or up to 1 part Sentinel 576 to
4 parts clean water. Mix
product in applicator and apply
solution onto surface. Allow
product to soak for a few minutes and then agitate the
affected surface with a brush or
sponge and rinse with clean
water. When removing tougher
stains, soils and odors allow
full strength product to soak for
up to 24 hours and then rinse.

PROPERTIES
Physical state: Liquid
Appearance: Clear
Color: None
Odor: None
pH: 6.5- 8.5
Boiling Point: >212° F.
Flash Point: None to boiling

On Categories 2 & 3 water
losses: Use Sentinel 576 at full
strength for odor elimination
and contaminate cleaning.
HAZARD RATING: HMIS
HEALTH 1
FLAMMABILITY 0
REACTIVITY 0
PERSONAL PROTECTION

Stain Removal: Apply 576
mixture to area to be cleaned.
Allow product to sit for 5-10
minutes for light stains and up
to 12 hours for heavy stains.
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Sentinel 576 Enzyme Cleaner & Odor Eliminator
is a ready to use, powerful biological cleaner and
odor eliminator. The complex enzymes in Sentinel
576 breakdown organic molecules commonly found
on restoration projects such as sewage, blood, urine,
feces, vomit, soda, wine, inks, alcohol, coffee, juices
and burnt food soils. Through the proprietary
activation system, Sentinel 576 reacts instantly with
organic molecules, keeping it a step ahead of
bacteria based products. Sentinel 576 is an excellent
pre and post cleaner and odor control product for
Category 2 and Category 3 water losses.
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